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1. With Safexpert, a new era begins in the digital Standardization 

It is no longer possible to imagine planning and development processes without standards. They form 
the basis for decisions in product development as well as in quality and project management. 

Unfortunately, standardization has not yet arrived in the digital age. Both the provision of content, 
predominantly in PDF format, and the speed of update cycles do not meet the requirements of the 
present day. For internationally active companies in particular, the current delivery and updating 
methods are completely unsatisfactory. 

With Safexpert 9.0, you now have a completely new software system at your disposal that will 
revolutionize the way you deal with standards! 

1.1. What does a navigation system have to do with Safexpert? 

The days when you had to struggle through a foreign city with street maps are long gone. Navigation 
devices guide you reliably and safely to your destination. 

To do this, your navigation system uses additional information from a real-time database in addition to 
the digital map material: 

 
Figure 3: Comparison of practice: Navigation system to Safexpert  

Digital standards management with Safexpert works according to the same principle: Designers, 
planners and other experts use Safexpert modules. Standards form the knowledge base. In addition, 
users or SECOM experts prepare the content of standards in Safexpert additional products so that they 
are suitable for meeting today's digital standardization requirements. 

1.2. Overview of the most important Safexpert modules 

In order to use Safexpert as a standards management tool, you need the StandardsManager module. 
Details can be found here: www.ibf-solutions.com/software-normenmanagement. 

Other important modules are: 

• CE marking: https://www.ibf-solutions.com/en/ce-software-safexpert  

https://www.ibf-solutions.com/en/ce-software-safexpert
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• Risk assessment: https://www.ibf-solutions.com/en/ce-software-safexpert  

The Safexpert Knowledge Base module is included free of charge in the StandardsManager module. 
You decide individually which standards and additional products you require. 

1.3. Documents in full text 

• Here you will find an overview of currently offered standards packages: 
https://www.ibf-solutions.com/en/ce-software-safexpert/standards-and-data-packages  

• Further standards that you can order in addition to Safexpert StandardsManager can be found in 
our web store: www.ibf-solutions.com/shop 

• Optionally, we can also support you with the integration of your existing documents.  

Manage documents  in Safexpert 

In Safexpert, "documents" means standards, EU directives, but also other documents such as factory 
standards, manuals, guides, etc. that you have created yourself. 

The Safexpert StandardsManager module is used to search for suitable documents and to manage your 
own documents: 

 
Figure 4: Simple search and management of standards and other documents in Safexpert StandardsManager 

Show full texts 

If you have purchased a license for a full-text document, open the document directly via the green 
button. A purchase cart indicates that you can purchase the document in our web store (www.ibf-
solutions.com/shop).  

You can add your own documents via the plus sign. In your own interest, please note that you must have 
the corresponding rights of the publisher of the documents! 

https://www.ibf-solutions.com/en/ce-software-safexpert
https://www.ibf-solutions.com/en/ce-software-safexpert/standards-and-data-packages
https://www.ibf-solutions.com/en/software-standardsmanagement
http://www.ibf-solutions.com/shop
http://www.ibf-solutions.com/shop
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Special feature in Safexpert: Real-time additional knowledge from the knowledge base 

If you have also licensed a Knowledge Base product (see 6.2), the Safexpert PDF viewer will show you 
the information about it directly while you are studying the document: 

 
Figure 5: Standard in full text in Safexpert PDF viewer with display of knowledge base content from Safexpert Live Server. 

Thanks to this technology, it is now possible to react to new findings on a daily basis. A publication on 
the Safexpert Live Server flows into the digital analyses a few seconds later!  

Details about the Safexpert Knowledge Base can be found in section 6.2. 

1.4. Safexpert additional products 

Safexpert additional products form the basis for digital standards management. 

You can develop Safexpert additional products of most types yourself. As a Safexpert customer, you will 
receive our "Guide to the manufacture of Safexpert additional products" free of charge on request. 

The development of additional products, if done meticulously, can become very costly. Therefore, it may 
make more sense to purchase additional products. 

Since the copyrights for each individual additional product are held by the respective manufacturer, 
package prices cannot usually be offered. The products must be purchased individually. 

To keep costs as low as possible and to enable personalized digital analytics, most additional products 
are only offered in personalized licenses. Contact us if you would still like a floating license or company 
license.   

An overview of all currently available Safexpert additional products can be found: 

• In our web store: https://www.ibf-solutions.com/shop or  

• here: www.ibf-solutions.com/safexpert-zusatzprodukte  

 

You can find an overview of your already licensed Safexpert additional products in the Safexpert 
StandardsManager in the "Additional products" column: 

https://www.ibf-solutions.com/shop/
http://www.ibf-solutions.com/safexpert-zusatzprodukte
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No suitable additional product found for your standard? 

Contact us if you have not found the desired Safexpert additional products for a specific document. We 
will clarify for you, without obligation, whether a SECOM expert is interested in developing the product 
for you.  

If necessary, there is already interest in this from other customers. Then the development costs can be 
reduced! 

2. Important note on data protection 

All your project data remains under lock and key! All digital analyses described in this document take 
place without any project data from your company being  
stored on the  
Safexpert Live Server or transmitted to IBF! 
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3. Digital standards management with Safexpert - our new concept at a glance 

 
Figure 6: Our new concept for digitization in standards - technical and organizational interrelationships 
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You do your work with safety using several different software systems (1). We have developed functions 
for Safexpert and Microsoft Office (Word, PowerPoint and Excel) that monitor your projects and files 
based on the continuously updated data on Safexpert Live Server (2). 

With the ability to attach AutoCAD files to a hazard area, Safexpert also lets you see which plans you 
should check for currency as standards change. 

As a product developer (3), your personal dashboard lets you know when important events have 
occurred.  

As a user of standards, you have the opportunity to report knowledge quickly and unbureaucratically (4), 
for example, if you notice an error in a standard or if you think that a requirement does not (or no longer) 
correspond to the state of the art. Our editorial team will take care of further qualitative processing. 

Our editorial team (5) consists of people with different roles. Together they ensure that data and 
information on the Safexpert Live Server is only published according to our clearly defined quality 
criteria. 

For this purpose, they use the SECOM plug-ins of the Safexpert Administration Area and the standards 
data provided by our long-term partner Austrian Standards (6), which are updated on a monthly basis. 

The standard data is refined based on the publication in the EU Official Journal (7). To ensure that we do 
not miss any important information, we digitally monitor the events in the EU Official Journal twice a day. 

If you provide company standards (8), you should think about managing and updating your documents in 
Safexpert format. This way, your suppliers can react to changed specifications from your company at 
lightning speed! And you save yourself the tedious handling of countless documents. 

3.1. Cycle of new knowledge 

As already mentioned, Safexpert now provides you with a simple function to report available knowledge 
about standards in an unbureaucratic and fast way (4). However, this information is not immediately 
published unfiltered on the Safexpert Live Server. It is forwarded to the persons responsible for the 
development of the standards or additional products according to their respective roles (5) and (6). 

They take care of further processing, update the related additional products and release new content. 
Only then does this data flow into the digital analyses in the software systems (1). 

3.2. How Safexpert keeps you informed about new knowledge in real time 

Today, corrections of standards sometimes take several months. With Safexpert and the underlying 
concept of Safexpert additional products, we shorten the process - depending on the importance - to a 
few hours or even minutes! And you then also already know which projects are affected by these events 
and at which points. 

3.3. Master documents as a worldwide reference 

European standards data is provided monthly in updated form in German and English by our long-
standing cooperation partner Austrian Standards (www.austrian-standards.at) (6). The staff of our Data 
Management department refine these data with important data from the EU Official Journal (7). 

 For each standard, we define a so-called "master document". This document is the worldwide reference 
for building, managing and updating the additional knowledge. 

This opens up completely new possibilities! In fact, you are not at all interested in what a European 
standard is in Australia. Rather, you want to know which sections of the document of another economic 
region differ from the master document. 

This valuable data can be offered in Safexpert by SECOM experts in the form of special additional 
products. In addition to the immediate display of deviations in relation to your master document, this data 

http://www.austrian-standards.at/
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can be used for the development of further valuable functions, for example to clarify which solution is not 
suitable for the new target market and which solution is available for it!  

3.4. Own documents 

Optionally, you can also edit and manage your company's data, such as work standards, on the 
Safexpert Live Server using the tools in the Safexpert Administration Area. In this way, you can also use 
Safexpert's automated functions for your own documents.  

Optionally, you can publish these documents on our Safexpert Live Server with selective access by your 
suppliers. All suppliers working with Safexpert will also learn about changes to your internal 
requirements through the digital analytics integrated in Safexpert. Along your entire supply chain, this will 
put your quality management on a completely new footing! 

3.5. SECOM experts 

These are selected subject matter experts whose training and experience enable them to develop 
Safexpert additional products and market them through Safexpert. 
 
As a SECOM expert, you develop Safexpert additional products based on your expertise and 
experience, to which you retain your copyrights. You can offer maintenance contracts for your additional 
products and thus secure the financing for the continuous updates in the medium and long term.  
 
Only SECOM experts with a valid SECOM cooperation agreement are allowed to provide products for 
publication on the Safexpert Live Server. In this way, we pursue the goal that the published information 
is of high quality and represents reliable and valuable information for the users. 

3.6. SECOM Editorial management 

These are natural persons who, with regard to developed Safexpert additional products, have the 
competence to release these products for publication. 
 
As a rule, in this function you also take over the processing of feedback received from customers on a 
standard 

Interested in joining IBF's Standards Experts Community? 

Information can be found here: https://www.ibf-solutions.com/secom   

 
 

https://www.ibf-solutions.com/secom
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3.7. Manage additional products 

The window for searching for additional products can be found in the Safexpert main menu "Documents / 
Additional products"→ "Additional products": 

 
Figure 7: Management and search for Safexpert additional products 

Click "Search on Safexpert Live Server" to see the products that you have not yet purchased and 
therefore are not yet in the company favourites: 

  
 
Use the "Advanced search settings" function to find all additional products of a certain type: 
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Figure 8: Find all available Safexpert additional products of certain types 

 
If you do not have a license for the additional product, click the Purchase Cart icon. In the IBF Shop you 
will find further information and the possibility to order. 
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4. Your personal Safexpert Dashboard 

The Safexpert Dashboard is the central place where you can learn about important events in the field of 
standardization:  

 

Figure 9: Your personal overview of important events 

To do this, the dashboard is filled with digital analysis results for you personally (1). This is important to 
save you from information that is not important for you. 

In the header (2) you will be informed when the Safexpert Live Server has been updated and thus it is 
necessary to update your company favourites. 

In the "PROJECTS" area (3), Safexpert shows whether there are any unfinished projects for which 
important events are available for you. In the column "Important events" (4) you can see how many 
important events have been determined for you in this project. A click on the button opens the Project 
status window (see chapter 5). 

In the "DOCUMENTS / ADDITIONAL PRODUCTS" area (5), you can find out whether a standard or an 
additional product has changed that you have added to your personal favourites. Clicking on the entry 
(6) opens a window with the information about the events. 

In the "SYSTEM" area (7) you can see whether your Safexpert system is up to date and running 
properly. 
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5. Project status 

In this window Safexpert analyzes at which point of your project an important event has an impact:  

 

Figure 10: At which points in the project are there important events for me related to standards? 

For these analyses, Safexpert uses the data in your projects and the continuously updated reference 
data on the Safexpert Live Server. As already mentioned, these analyses take place within your 
company. No project data is transmitted to the Safexpert Live Server! 

As shown in Figure 3Figure 10 Safexpert can do even more: If you have taken over solutions from a 
"solution library" in your risk assessment and the SECOM expert has updated the solution due to an 
important event, Safexpert now shows you that a new, updated solution is available. With a few mouse 
clicks, you then simply exchange the outdated solution for the new one (see 6.3.3.4). 

6. Safexpert additional product types 

The additional products are divided into three groups: 

• Internet standards database: These products contain a collection of bibliographic data including 
the versioning of documents. 

• Knowledge Base Products: These products contain additional knowledge about standards or other 
documents that can be updated in real time. 

• Templates / Models: These are product-specific digital template projects, libraries and checklists 
that offer a very high level of benefit as copy templates for the development of new products. 

6.1. Internet standards database 

6.1.1. Data packets 

This product type contains the bibliographical data for a document master. The data packages offered by 
IBF can be found here: https://www.ibf-solutions.com/software-ce-kennzeichnung-safexpert/normen-und-
datenpakete#c2364 

https://www.ibf-solutions.com/software-ce-kennzeichnung-safexpert/normen-und-datenpakete#c2364
https://www.ibf-solutions.com/software-ce-kennzeichnung-safexpert/normen-und-datenpakete#c2364
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Once you have licensed the respective data package, you will have access to the continuously updated 
data. You benefit from licensing this data in the Safexpert Dashboard and Safexpert StandardsManager. 

6.1.2. document structure 

This additional product type contains the outline recorded for a document in its individual sections : 

 
Figure 11: Standards and other documents divided into the individual sections 

When standards change, SECOM experts usually provide these additional products including the 
references to the sections of the predecessor or successor document. 
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Figure 12: Comparing two outputs of a document 

So now you can finally see at a glance: 

• Which sections have changed in the document. 

• Which sections have been newly added. 

• By clicking on a section, the predecessor or successor section in the respective other document 
is immediately visible. 

• A single mouse click opens both documents in the right place, so you can compare the two 
contents in a flash: 

 

 
Since these functions can be used in Safexpert for all types of documents, they can also be used, for 
example, to manage guides, technical books or other documents (see section 6.2.1). 
 
To be able to use these functions, you need the Safexpert StandardsManager. This contains the 
Safexpert PDF viewer. 

More than 2000 additional products of document structure type are already available 

There are currently around 1,000 standards listed in the EU Official Journal in accordance with the 
Machinery Directive. For all these standards, we have already prepared the corresponding document 
structure data in German and English in Safexpert additional products. In total, these products contain 
almost 200,000 (!) sections.  
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To help you maintain an overview, we offer the 2,000 individual products in German and English as a 
product group under this product name: 
 

• Document structure data according to the standards published in the EU Official Journal in 
accordance with the Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC 

• Document structure data according to the standards published in the Official Journal of the EU 
for the Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC 

Sensationally low license fees 

You get access to the German or English document structure (group) for a monthly license fee of only 5 
Euro per user. You profit from this data twice: 
 

6.2. Safexpert Knowledge Base 

With the Safexpert Knowledge Base, we provide a state-of-the-art technical infrastructure to manage 
expert and empirical knowledge worldwide at a central point and to inform users about it selectively and 
digitally in real time. 

When opening a PDF file, Safexpert automatically checks whether there are entries in licensed 
Knowledge Base products for the individual sections of the document. The number of entries found is 
displayed in the Safexpert PDF viewer (1) for each section. 

In the window section (2) the contents of the licensed Knowledge Base products marked as "personal 
favourites" are displayed: 

Benefits for users: 

• Using this specially prepared data, you compare two output states with each other. 

• In Safexpert Risk Assessment, the "Change Wizard" function uses this data to adapt safety-
related solutions to a changed standard. Details can be found here: https://www.ibf-
solutions.com/fileadmin/Dateidownloads/whitepaper-safexpert-change-assistant.pdf   

• In digital analytics, this data is used to check the timeliness of base elements and offer a 
successor base element if necessary. 

Benefits for SECOM experts: 

• Based on two editions of standards, they are developing a machine-readable digital product 
that can be used in Safexpert in multiple ways. 

• Depending on the standard, the product has enormous potential for scaling. 

• If required, offer a continuous maintenance contract and thus secure the long-term financing 
of your development work. 

https://www.ibf-solutions.com/fileadmin/Dateidownloads/whitepaper-safexpert-change-assistant.pdf
https://www.ibf-solutions.com/fileadmin/Dateidownloads/whitepaper-safexpert-change-assistant.pdf
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Figure 13: Additional knowledge from Safexpert Knowledge Base products is displayed directly to document sections 

A click on a flag in the text (1) displays the Knowledge Base results in a filtered way. Clicking on an entry 
in the knowledge base (2) displays the detailed data: 

 

Figure 14: Displaying the contents of the knowledge base for a specific document section 
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Knowledge types  

The classification of the knowledge published in the Safexpert Knowledge Base is done in knowledge 
types. This makes it easier for users to gain an overview and assess the relevance for their personal 
work. 

For manufacturers of additional products, the knowledge types provide the opportunity to develop very 
specific products. For example, an additional product of the "national differences" type could contain only 
the deviations of an Australian or Chinese standard, with the German or English "master standard" 
provided in Safexpert. 

  
Figure 15: Knowledge types in Safexpert 

This grouping also enables the SECOM experts to individually design their products in terms of licensing 
law. 

The data of the individual knowledge types sometimes offer multiple benefits. Information on this can be 
found in the individual descriptions: 

6.2.1. Technical literature 

This product type is technically classic documents. The special feature is that the sections of the 
documents are linked to another document. 
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Figure 14 illustrates this using the example of § 8 of the "Guide for the application of the Machinery 
Directive" (2). We have saved this guide in the Safexpert Knowledge Base and noted for § 8 that it 
should be displayed when a user reads Recital No. 5 of the Machinery Directive.   

 

Safexpert Knowledge Base products of the "Technical literature" type are divided into two subgroups in 
Safexpert: 

• Technical books & technical papers 

• Application examples 

6.2.1.1. Technical books & technical papers 

This includes all kinds of printed materials that were previously offered in printed form or as an eBook, 
such as guides, commentaries on standards, EU directives or other documents, QM manuals, design 
manuals, etc. 

Safexpert 9.0 contains the official guides of the EU Commission prepared as technical literature. This 
means that parallel to the study of the legal regulation, the related sections of the guide are displayed in 
the Knowledge Base.  
 

Your benefit: 

• You always play it safe to always read the latest publication. 

• Unlike loose-leaf collections, you save the hassle of sorting changed content. 

• The author has the possibility to invalidate certain sections of the document from a certain 
point in time. This important indicator will be shown to you directly during the study. 

• You will find out via your personal dashboard if anything has changed in the Knowledge 
Base products you have defined as "personal favourites", without actively searching for 
them. 

• As before, the author or publisher can continue to provide the technical literature as an 
eBook (PDF file). As with standards, special knowledge base products can be offered for 
this purpose. This makes it possible to also find out about additional knowledge about the 
technical literature. 

Benefits for authors or their publishers: 

• As a selected SECOM expert (see 3.5) you publish your expertise and experience directly 
on the Safexpert Live Server. 

• Corrections, additions or new editions are published at a central point worldwide, if required 
in different national languages - if necessary on a daily basis. 

• If required, you can offer a continuous maintenance contract for your technical literature. 
Your customers benefit from the latest information and you generate continuous revenue for 
your valuable work. 

• You make your know-how available in such a way that it can be found contextually during 
work and without users having to search for it. 

• Printing and shipping costs are not applicable. 

• If your technical literature references a basic standard, Safexpert users are informed directly 
in the Safexpert StandardsManager that your technical book exists for the standard found. In 
this way, you use Safexpert as a target group-optimized sales channel.  

• You'll be the first to receive feedback from your readers digitally. 

• You are a member of our Standards Experts Community (SECOM) and benefit from 
networking with other experts. 
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The following technical literature is included free of charge in Safexpert in German language:  

• Guide for the application of the Machinery Directive 2006/42/EC  

• Efficient CE marking of machinery and equipment - risk assessment in practice 

 
As a SECOM expert, you can offer your own technical papers while retaining your copyrights. 

6.2.1.2. Application examples  

We have dedicated a separate section in Safexpert to these documents, as they describe concrete 
solutions as opposed to general additional knowledge and are therefore particularly valuable for 
designers or others involved in product development. 
 

6.2.2. Additional knowledge 

In contrast to the product type "Technical literature" (see 6.2.1), the contents of the "Additional 
knowledge" product type are not managed in a document. The entries are made directly in the database 
and are assigned to a specific section of a standard or other base document. 
 
Thus, publications can be made, withdrawn on or changed very quickly and easily.  
 
Safexpert comes standard with one free Knowledge Base product each in English, French and German: 
 

• General knowledge base about Safexpert  

• General Knowledge Base for Safexpert 

• Knowledge Base général pour Safexpert  
 
These free Knowledge Base products include: 

• Legal notes published in the EU Official Journal on harmonized standards according to the 
Machinery, Low Voltage, EMC, ATEX, Pressure Equipment, as well as RoHS Directives. 

• Reported errors in sections within the standards feedback for all standards available on 
Safexpert Live Server. 

• Amendments in sections for the Machinery, Low Voltage, EMC, ATEX and Pressure 
Equipment Directives from the EU Official Journal 

• If applicable, any other information deemed appropriate by the SECOM Editorial management.  

Benefits for users: 

• You will learn which manufacturers or service providers offer concrete solutions for the 
contents required in a directive or standard. 

• The application example usually contains all the concrete information on how a solution can 
be implemented.  

• The document may contain information on what specific safety components or equipment 
you need to meet the requirements. 

Benefit for manufacturers or suppliers: 

• For reasons of competition law, specific products from certain suppliers may not be named 
in standards. In the application examples, however, you are permitted to name your 
products. 

• Thus, with Safexpert, we make sure that the readers of a standard find the solution you have 
developed directly while studying the standard and find your products or services for it and 
use them correctly. 

• You can easily exchange changes in the application centrally worldwide on the Safexpert 
Live Server, for example when you have released a new product. 
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Important: Please note that a knowledge base can never be complete! Therefore, always consider all 
other knowledge sources as well. 
 
The additional knowledge can be assigned directly to the product type "Additional knowledge" or to a 
subgroup: 

6.2.2.1. Short comments 

These are comments that are often brief and spontaneous, so that readers of a standard learn of a 
particular issue as quickly as possible. 
 
Examples:  

• Practical tips for the application of a specific section of the standard 

• General findings on a section of the standard. 

• Information about discussions in professional circles. 

• ... 

 
 

6.2.2.2. National differences 

This Safexpert add-on product type offers a particularly high benefit potential! 

Despite the harmonization and internationalization of standards, there are always differences in national 
editions of standards. For designers, planners and others responsible for products, this presents 
challenges that are almost impossible to overcome in practice. 

How, for example, is a German-speaking designer to learn that there is a reference in the French 
preface to a section that differs from the German edition of the standard? Even if the French-language 
counterpart were available, there would often be language barriers. In the case of a Chinese document, 
the difficulties are even greater. 
 
With Safexpert, the technical infrastructure is now finally available to provide the required information in 
the respective national language. In addition to the Safexpert StandardsManager module, you "only" 
need the appropriate Safexpert additional product. If this is not yet in the IBF store, we will find out for 
you whether a SECOM expert is interested in developing the product for you. If this product is also 
interesting for other customers, the development costs can be reduced accordingly. 

Benefits for users: 

• Users of standards learn very quickly when new knowledge about personal favourites is 
available.  

Benefits for SECOM experts: 

• A product can be offered very quickly and with little content. There is no need to write an 
entire book. 

• Content can be updated very quickly and unbureaucratically. 
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6.2.2.3. Changes in sections 

The function provided in Safexpert for recording successor standards can only be used if a successor 
document has already been published and the document structure (see 6.1.2) has been prepared in 
Safexpert. 
 
With the knowledge type "Changes in sections", it can be recorded and communicated in the Safexpert 
Knowledge Base at short notice at any time that information is available about a change to a section. 

6.2.2.4.  

Many users of standards are of the opinion that standards reflect the state of the art. However, our freely 
available article by Dr. Thomas Wilrich, attorney at law (Munich), shows that standards can only be 
regarded as "recognized rules of technology" (https://www.ibf-solutions.com/ce-newsletter/). 
 
According to our research, the Safexpert Knowledge Base now provides the world's first technical 
infrastructure for managing the state of the art and the state of the art beyond that in connection with the 
sections of the currently valid standards. 

Benefits for users: 

• Provided you have licensed a suitable additional product of this product type and included it 
in your "personal favourites", you will learn directly while studying a standards section that 
the section differs from a document in another country.  

• As a rule, the author also works in the deviation. Thus, you can see at a glance how the 
requirements differ. 

• In the Safexpert risk assessment, a filter function is available that allows you to quickly find 
all safety-related solutions for which a specific section of the standard has been entered as 
an "applied document". In this way, you can very quickly find all documented sections that 
need to be checked and, if necessary, adapted for the delivery of the product to the other 
country. 

Benefits for SECOM experts: 

• Based on two editions of standards, they are developing a machine-readable digital product 
that can be used in Safexpert in multiple ways. 

• Depending on the standard, the product has enormous potential for scaling. 

• If required, offer a continuous maintenance contract and thus secure the long-term financing 
of your development work. 

Benefits for users: 

• You will learn about (possible) changes already before they come into force and directly 
during your study of the standard and can thus prepare for them at an early stage if 
necessary. 

• If you learn about planned changes at an early stage, you still have the opportunity to 
influence them. Safexpert offers the "Give feedback" function for this purpose. 

Benefits for SECOM experts: 

• Based on your knowledge sources, you develop a machine-readable digital product that can 
be used in Safexpert in multiple ways. 

https://www.ibf-solutions.com/ce-newsletter/
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6.2.2.5. Errors in sections 

Unfortunately, errors occur time and again in standards as well. It often takes several weeks, months or 
even years before standards are corrected. 

With Safexpert, the technical infrastructure is finally ready, 

• (supposed) errors to be recorded, 

• to be verified in the short term, 

• and publish them on a daily basis. 

Note on quality assurance:  

Before any information on an error is published, the SECOM experts or the IBF data management are 
required to clarify the issue with the responsible standardization bodies. If there is an imminent danger, 
the information can still be published, but with the indication that the issue has not yet been conclusively 
clarified.  
 

Benefits for users: 

• You will learn about new findings on the state of the art directly during your study of the 
standard. 

• You use this valuable know-how for decisions in your safety engineering development. 

• You reduce your product liability risk as well as that of your employees and ensure that the 
products comply with the state of the art at the time they are placed on the market.  

Benefits for SECOM experts: 

• Based on your knowledge sources, you develop a machine-readable digital product that can 
be used in Safexpert in multiple ways. 

• Depending on the standard, the product has enormous potential for scaling. 

Benefits for users: 

• You will learn about known and confirmed errors directly during your study of the standard. 

• You use this valuable know-how for decisions in your safety engineering development. 

• You ensure that products are free of defects at the time they are placed on the market, if 
possible, and thus reduce your product liability risk and that of your employees. 

• You secure competitive advantages by keeping your products digitally supported at the 
current state of the art. 

Benefits for SECOM experts: 

• Based on your knowledge sources, you develop a machine-readable digital product that can 
be used in Safexpert in multiple ways. 

• Depending on the standard, the product has enormous potential for scaling. 
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6.2.2.6. Legal notes 

In practice, legal publications take place, which should definitely be observed when applying standards. 
Without Safexpert, however, it is only possible to keep track of such events with a great deal of effort. 

Example: 

 
Figure 16Important note in the EU Official Journal for users of the standard 

The publication of the EN 474-1 standard includes a note in OJEU 2021/L 366/109 stating that Annex 
B.2 does not have a presumption of conformity. 
 
With Safexpert, the reader of the standard now receives this important information directly while studying 
the standard: 

 
Figure 12: Important additional knowledge directly on your screen while studying the standard 
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6.2.2.7. Accident information 

Unfortunately, accidents occur time and again in connection with products that were (supposedly) 
developed and built according to standards. 

With Safexpert, we now offer the perfect infrastructure for centrally recording information about accident 
events that may be published from a legal and ethical point of view and linking it to a standard or to 
sections of standards. 

 

 

Benefits for users: 

• You will learn about legal publications related to a section of the standard directly as you 
study the standard. 

• You do not lull yourself into a false sense of security by trusting a publication in a standard 
that does not apply in the form you suspect. 

• You secure competitive advantages because your products not only meet the requirements of 
the standards, but also take into account concerns that are not directly available in the 
document.  

Benefits for SECOM experts: 

• Based on your knowledge sources, you develop a machine-readable digital product that can 
be used in Safexpert in multiple ways. 

Benefits for users: 

• You learn about accidents or their causes that are related to a standard or a section of a 
standard while you are still studying the standard. 

• The information will save you from repeating the error in your product. 

• You secure competitive advantages, as additional available experience knowledge may flow 
into the development of your products. 

Benefits for SECOM experts: 

In particular, institutions that are active in the field of preventive accident prevention, such as 
insurance companies, occupational health and safety authorities, ... 

• You will develop an accident database based on your knowledge sources and connect the 
content to documents currently applied in the market to develop new products. 

• Safexpert ensures that this information is passed on at the right time to exactly those people 
who need the information in order to avoid errors. 
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6.3. Templates / Models 

Information and specifications in standards often fall into five groups: 

Type 

1 Basic information and definitions 

2 General requirements that require organizational measures in project management 

3 Safety requirements that require risk assessment or/risk mitigation measures. 

4 Concrete requirements for tests to be performed 

5 User information requirement 

 

To save you time-consuming research and paperwork, Safexpert offers convenient options for preparing 
the requirements from standards in a machine-readable manner so that they are suitable for interactive 
processing and digital analyses in Safexpert. 

Templates and models are divided into three groups in Safexpert: 

• Template projects (see 6.3.1) 

• Lists (see 6.3.2) 

• Libraries (see 0) 

6.3.1. Template projects 

Template projects are product-specific copy 
templates. "Product-specific" means: It is not a 
copy template for a standard. Ideally, a 
separate template project is developed for each 
machine type covered by the standard. 

Manufacturers of a particular product copy the 
template project and thus obtain documentation that 
already fits in wide areas. 

As of Safexpert 9.0, there is a new add-on product type "Solution library" (see 6.3.3.4). This is a 
collection of safety-related solutions that have been developed according to the requirements of the 
standard. 

It is important to have a ready solution library before developing a template project, as solutions from the 
solution library will be incorporated into the template project whenever possible. 

In practice, this has two serious advantages: 

• The template project shows whether there are alternatives for the selected solution in the 
solution library. If necessary, you can exchange these with just a few mouse clicks. 

• When a standard changes, SECOM experts at Safexpert Live Server can provide a new 
version of the solution library at an early stage. Safexpert then no longer just informs you that 
something has changed in the area of your applied standards. Now you get the complete 
successor solution delivered right away, which you can easily replace with just a few mouse 
clicks. 
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6.3.2. Listen 

6.3.2.1. Hazards lists 

Safexpert includes a hazards list according to EN ISO 12100 upon delivery.  
 
 

6.3.2.2. Cross-reference lists / tasks lists 

Cross-reference lists contain a listing of sections of a standard or other document that may contain 
useful information that can be useful in developing a solution to mitigate a particular hazard.  

In Safexpert, during the risk assessment, you get an overview of all cross-references linked to a hazard 
on the hazards list: 

Benefits for users: 

• You save yourself a lot of research and paperwork. 

• The mitigation solutions have already been incorporated into the template and documented. 

• Especially important: Digital analyses inform about important events and the impact on your 
projects. 

• Before you or your supervisor sign the declaration of conformity, carry out another check of 
the project status. This will help you not to forget any more important points! 

Benefits for SECOM experts: 

• Based on your specialized knowledge, you will develop product-specific template projects 
including all other related Safexpert additional products.  

• If applicable, offer maintenance contracts for these additional products and thus ensure the 
long-term updating of your additional products.  

Benefits for users: 

• Standards-compliant hazards lists form the basis for uniform risk assessments. 

• Global Safexpert Identifiers (GSI) ensure that project data remains identifiable and can be 
automatically updated even in the event of future changes in standards. 

• Based on Safexpert's specific concept, hazards lists can be clearly translated into other 
national languages.  

Benefits for SECOM experts: 

• It is not recommended to develop your own hazards lists. 
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Figure 17: At hand at a glance: Sections of standards that can be helpful in developing a safety engineering solution for 
"crushing 

Double-clicking on the entry opens the document directly in the right place. 

Based on the cross-reference lists, you also flip the risk assessment view: 

 

Figure 18: You can see at a glance which measures have been taken to comply with a section of a standard section 

When developing a tasks list, the SECOM expert created tasks, for example: 
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Figure 19: Individual tasks are worked out from a standard 

When a project is created, these tasks are read into the project manager: 

 

Figure 20: Overview of tasks extracted from a standard 
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6.3.2.3. Checklists of technical files 

Standards often contain requirements for technical documentation. SECOM experts create a checklist 
based on these requirements, which is worked through in the project: 
 

 
Figure 21Overview of the requirements for technical documentation extracted from a standard 

Benefits for users: 

• You can quickly find standards bodies relevant to you that may be useful in developing a 
particular hazard. 

• When standards change, you or SECOM experts develop cross-reference lists to match. 

• Digital analytics will inform you when cross-reference lists are out of date in your current 
projects. 

Benefits for SECOM experts: 

• Cross-reference lists contain indirect cross-references. This allows them to be updated 
flexibly. 
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Usable in the Safexpert modules: 

• CE Guide (Machinery or Low Voltage Directive) 

 

6.3.2.4. Operating Instructions Templates 

Operating manual templates are copy templates developed by SECOM experts for creating an operating 
manual in Word format. 

In your projects, read the structure of the operating instructions: 

 

Figure 22: Assigning notes on residual hazards directly to a section of an operating instructions template 

Safexpert then offers the option of assigning notes for the operating instructions or other texts from the 
risk assessment to specific sections of the operating instructions template.  

Benefits for users: 

• When you create a new project, the checklist according to the Machinery or Low Voltage 
Directive is automatically transferred to the "Compile technical files" tab in the CE Guide, 
depending on your settings. 

Benefits for SECOM experts: 

• Requirements from guidelines or standards can be prepared in digitally readable form.  
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The "Generate document" function copies the operating instructions template into a new Word file and 
inserts the texts from the risk assessment at the respective text marks. The Word function "Track 
changes" set by default allows you or the technical editors to see where the texts have been inserted. 

This optimizes the flow of information from the designers to the technical editors. 

 

 

6.3.3. Libraries 

6.3.3.1. Checkpoint Libraries 

Standards often contain requirements for necessary tests in certain sections. Safexpert offers the 
possibility to manage the normative requirements for tests in a so-called checkpoint Library: 

 
Figure 23: Development of a checkpoint Library based on the normative requirements. 

The document structure of the base document is displayed in the left window. If you click on a standards 
section, the checkpoints that must be performed according to the selected standards section are 
displayed. 
 
In the Safexpert CheckManager module, the inspector then compiles his project-specific checklist based 
on checkpoint libraries.  

Due to certain events, it may be necessary to update a checkpoint. In the course of the digital analyses, 
Safexpert checks daily whether there are withdrawn checkpoints in an ongoing project. If these have a 
successor, the checkpoint can be replaced. 

Benefits for users: 

• During the risk assessment, indications of residual hazards can be directly assigned to a 
document section. 

• With "Track changes" it is possible to see in the generated operating manual where 
Safexpert has inserted texts. 

• The technical editors complete the operating instructions. 

Benefits for SECOM experts: 

• Sale of BA templates. 
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6.3.3.2. Pictogram library 

Standards sometimes require that certain pictograms be displayed on the product to warn users of 
residual hazards. 

SECOM experts develop pictogram libraries for this purpose based on relevant standards or EU 
directives: 
 

 
Figure 24: Pictograms always at hand 

Benefits for users: 

• Checkpoints are managed centrally.  

• Checkpoints can be withdrawn on and updated centrally.  

• Digital analyses inform the inspectors about changed checkpoints and know exactly which 
checks they may have to repeat at which points 

Benefits for SECOM experts: 

• Test requirements from standards can be digitally prepared so that the data can be used 
directly by the Safexpert CheckManager module. 

• The checkpoints can be updated at a central location.  

• The license model allows changes within a checkpoint Library for which the customer does 
not need a new license or in a successor Library for which a new license or maintenance 
contract is required.  
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During the risk assessment, use the pictogram library to search for and adopt suitable pictograms: 

 
Figure 25: Include risk reduction pictograms in projects. 

In this way, you ensure that the required pictograms are applied to the product already during the design 
phase. 
 

 
 

6.3.3.3. Components library 

This function offers manufacturers of safety components the possibility to offer their products in a library. 
 
Currently, no such additional products are offered or maintained. If you are a manufacturer of safety 
components and are interested in participating in SECOM, please contact our community management. 
 

Benefits for users: 

• Standardized pictograms can be searched for. 

• Own pictogram libraries can be created.  

Benefits for SECOM experts: 

• Sale of pictograms. 

• Sale of pictogram libraries. 
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6.3.3.4. Solution library 

This is one of the most important innovations in Safexpert 9.0. This is how our new concept works: 
 
SECOM experts develop standardized solutions that meet current normative requirements. They store 
these solutions and the associated safety-related measures in a solution library: 

 
Figure 26: Solution libraries contain solutions including the safety-related measures 

 
To help designers and planners find the appropriate solutions as quickly as possible, SECOM experts 
enter which hazards or hazard events, product types, phases of the machinery life, and hazard areas the 
solutions are suitable for. 

In addition, it is entered for which standard section the solutions are suitable to fulfill its requirements. 
This makes it possible to search for all solutions in the project that are suitable for fulfilling a specific 
section of the standard. 

Benefits for users: 

• Designers can manage the components used for a solution for each measure.  

Benefits for SECOM experts: 

• Safexpert as a distribution channel: Designers become aware of a particular manufacturer's 
components when developing a solution. 

• When solutions are copied, the components that were used in the last construction are 
displayed again. 
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In Safexpert risk assessment, you adopt a solution suitable for risk mitigation from the solution library: 

 
Figure 27: Transferring a complete solution from a solution library 

The project stores the solution library from which the solution was taken and, of course, the globally 
unique key for this solution. 

Based on this data, Safexpert indicates if an alternative solution is still available for the selected solution 
in the solution library. This enables the designer to exchange the solution later. 

In addition, Safexpert uses this data to inform you when a solution has been withdrawn on. In this case, 
Safexpert shows whether a successor solution is already available in your company favourites for the 
withdrawn solution.  

Change of a solution is a "significant event 

Changing or withdrawing a solution is considered an important event in Safexpert. This means that you 
will also be notified of this change in your personal dashboard (see 3.5) and in the project status (see 5). 
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How to find the outdated solutions in the project 

In the Risk Assessment window you will find the filter "Solutions no longer up to date": 

 
Figure 28: Quickly find all solutions that are no longer current 

You then simply go through the solutions that are no longer valid and exchange the solution that is no 
longer valid for the renewed solution. 

Then finally check if the solution taken from the solution library is actually suitable. Confirm this by 
selecting the "Risk adequately reduced" flag. 
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7. What's next? 

Are you interested in introducing Safexpert in your company? Then find out more on our homepage, visit 
one of our free web presentations or contact our sales staff: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Are you an expert in the field of standardization yourself and interested in joining our Standards Experts 
Community? Then you can find more information here: www.ibf-solutions.com/secom  
 
Or simply call us or send us an e-mail. We are looking forward to it! 
 
 

 
  

Distribution, licensing 

Tel: +43 5677 5353-30  
E-mail: sales@ibf-solutions.com  

SECOM Contract Matters: 

Daniel Zacek 

Tel: +43 5677 5353-40  
E-mail: secom@ibf-solutions.com  

Benefits for users: 

• Predefined solutions are available for the requirements of a specific section of the standard. 

• The solutions are managed according to various criteria. This facilitates and accelerates the 
selection of the appropriate solutions. 

• When the solution changes in the solution library, Safexpert informs the affected people on the 
Safexpert Dashboard and in the Project Status window. 

• Digital analytics inform when solutions have been withdrawn on or changed. 

• Solutions can be exchanged with just a few clicks of the mouse, without the need for tedious 
browsing through standards. 

• In the project it is directly visible whether alternatives to a selected solution are available in a 
solution library. 

• Solution libraries automatically monitor themselves against their base documents to ensure 
they are up-to-date. 

Benefits for SECOM experts: 

• The solutions specified in a standard can be digitally prepared on a section-by-section basis so 
that the data can be used directly by the Safexpert risk assessment module. 

• The solutions can be updated at a central point. 

• The license model allows changes within a solution library for which the customer does not 
need a new license or in a successor library for which a new license or maintenance contract 
is required. 
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